
KEY PURCHASING MOTIVATORS KURT PALMGREN

Strong brand name
Nationally recognized and 

preferred brand in CNC vises 
USA manufacturer for over 

45 years

Nationally recognized and preferred 
brand in standard machine vises 

USA manufacturer for over 96 years

Half pound of downward force for 
every pound of horizontal force w/all 
directional alignment

Yes 
Trademark under Anglelock

Yes 
Trademark under Dual-Force 

Friction reducing needle bearing & 
thrust collar Yes Yes

 Standard bed heights  +/ - .0005” + / - .0004”

Matching bed heights / multiple vises + / - .001” additional cost + / - .001” Standard on all models

Matching keyway in the base to the 
jaw face + / - .001” additional cost + / - .0008” Standard on all models

Hardened vise beds Yes Yes

Hardened jaw plates Yes Yes

Semi-hard steel screw Yes Yes

Holding to the highest standards, Palmgren builds some 
of the best mechanically designed, engineered, and 
manufactured machine vises in the world.  Since 1919 
Palmgren users have enthusiastically agreed that our 
products are some of the best in the industry when it 
comes to performance, accuracy and value. Today 
Palmgren offers one of the broadest lines of machine 
vises from a single source.

CNC MACHINING CENTER MACHINE VISES

800-827-3398 | palmgren.com | sales@chhanson.com



KEY PURCHASING MOTIVATORS KURT PALMGREN

80,000 PSI Vibration Dampening 
Ductile Iron Castings

Yes Yes

Multiple Vise Alignment with 
guaranteed accuracy

Yes Yes

Standardization / Mounting & Overall 
Dimensions

Same as Palmgren Same as Kurt

Technical Support Yes Yes

Guaranteed Quality & Reliability Yes Yes

Vise styles and models for CNC 
Horizontal , Vertical Machining Centers 
and Manual Machines

Yes 
Single station models 
Double station models 
Self-Centering models 
Multi station models  

5-Axis models

Yes 
Single station models 
Double station models 
Self-Centering models 
Multi station models  

5-Axis models

Patented Mechanical Booster Dual-
Force Machine Vise

No Equivalent Palmgren Exclusive 
(Delivers adjustable clamping force 
without the need to over tighten the 

spindle)

Tombstones & Accessories Yes Yes

Replacement Parts Yes Yes

Country of Origin USA  
(Does use some foreign 

components on select models)

Taiwan 
(All models manufactured to 

Palmgren specifications in an ISO 
9001:2008 certified factory)

Warranty Lifetime
Lifetime 

Sales Satisfaction Policy None Available Guaranteed Sale  
(Any Dual-Force vise can be returned 

within 30 days of purchase)
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